HOW TO GUIDES
___________________________________________________________________________

MAPPING QUALIFICATIONS


This guide assumes that the setup, configuration and importing of data into the system has been completed,
and that you have summarised the data in order to produce a list of target grades on the main
‘Estimated vs Actual Analysis’ screen e.g. below:



If not then please refer to the main user guide which is available here: www.totalcollege.co.uk/resources

The main purpose of this document is to explain how to map qualifications within OneGrade in order to maximise
the number of target grades which are produced for your student cohort. This is necessary as some students are
enrolled on qualifications which may not have appeared in previous DfE national performance datasets (including
brand new qualifications), or in some areas (e.g. Art & Design) where a single qual aim has several specialisms within
it (hence you need to specify which national dataset to use). You can also use this technique to set targets for
students enrolled on qualifications which may never appear in national data, by using a similar qualification where
national data is available.
1.

CHECK YOUR EXISTING TARGETS

After the initial setup of OneGrade, importing and summarising data, check the ‘Estimated vs Actual Analysis’ screen
as seen in the image above. This will display a row for every imported enrolment where OneGrade ‘recognises’ the
qualification aim code – i.e. where the qual aim has appeared in DfE performance table data.
 Note that the screen may also show some pass/fail enrolments, which are not relevant for this document.
 For A level and Applied General cohort enrolments, a target will only be shown if a QOE score is present.
 OneGrade will look at past national data and use the data from the most recent year with available national
data for the qual aim. If you want to display previous years’ national data in separate columns, set the
system setting below to ‘False’:

 At the bottom left you will see a row count, which gives an indication of the overall number of targets
initially generated by the system. The purpose of mapping is to drive this figure up as much as possible:

2.

CHECK YOUR CURRENT YEAR UNMAPPED ENROLMENTS
 This is accessed via the menu Imported Data  Enrolment & Mapping  Enrolment & Mapping:

 When this screen first opens, tick the checkbox labelled ‘Show Unmapped records only’:

 Next, right click and filter for the academic year for which you wish to map enrolments:

 The row count will be reducing but may still be rather high – at this point you can use ‘right click  filter’
further in order to focus on only level 3 (and/or level 2) enrolments, plus only qualifications which are listed
as graded:

 After filtering as above, you should be left with only graded L2 or L3 courses where it might be beneficial to
generate target grades for students, but which have not been automatically mapped to DfE national data.
 Once you have a list of unmapped enrolments on qualifications which you believe could be mapped in order
to set target grades, you can then commence the mapping process itself – this will be explained in the next
section.
 As a useful rule of thumb: When mapping you will be looking for qualifications with certain similarities:
o
o
o
o

Quals which share the same grading scale
Quals of the same level
Quals in the same (or similar) subject areas
Quals of the same size

The list above is in order of importance – grading scale is crucial if the target grades are to make any
sense, level will certainly have the be the same, whereas it’s quite acceptable (and may be necessary) to
map to a qual of a different size or even subject area.

3. EXAMPLE 1 – MAPPING AN APPLIED GENERAL (L3VA) COHORT QUALIFICATION
The table below provides a useful insight into the main issues with mapping L3VA qualifications. Below we can see a
number of unmapped enrolments, in this case belonging to one of two courses – firstly a BTEC in Performing Arts
and secondly a BTEC in Public Services:

Performing Arts – the ‘VA’ column on the right shows that this qualification is in scope for the DfE Applied General
(APPG) cohort in the L3VA measure. It needs to be mapped to the correct DfE dataset as the DfE data is separated
by the various specialisms which students can take within this qual aim.
Public Services – the ‘VA’ column is blank as Public Services has not previously been included in the DfE data. Hence
most colleges take the pragmatic view of using BTEC L3 Sport or Sports Science data as a proxy measure.
In either case we simply click on a single enrolment row ‘Details’ button to bring up the mapping screen. This will
default to the L3VA Mapping tab and we can search for existing mapped qualifications or search the entire DfE
database:

In this Performing Arts example seen on the previous page, we can see that there are 4 ‘Whole Qual IDs’ mapped to
the enrolment qual aim i.e. there are 4 sets of DfE data relating to national performance, one for each of the
pathways which students can follow within the qualification. Hence we simply ensure that the correct pathway (in
this case, Music Theatre) is selected. In this case we also need to tick the checkbox ‘Only assign to Course 21691W’
as we can’t assume the mapping will also apply to all course codes on this qual aim, then click ‘Assign Qualification’:

The enrolment records for that course code will disappear from the ‘Imported Enrolment Data’ screen if the
checkbox ‘Show Unmapped records only’ is still ticked, but will appear again if it is unticked. They will now show the
newly-mapped ‘Whole Qual ID’ against the enrolments as seen below:

The mapping will also appear in an overall list of mappings, accessible from this menu item:

This screen displays a list of DfE and college-specific mappings, and also allows you to delete any mappings which
you no longer wish to use:

For the Public Services course we will need to use the Search function to look for equivalent qualifications in sport.
Below we have filtered for Applied General quals of size 3.00, most of which which will therefore have the same
overall grading scheme as the public services qualification:

(In this case we don’t need to tick ‘Only assign to Course L30013/1W’ as this is a brand new mapping as opposed to
an existing DfE mapping).
After re-summarising the data, enrolments on these courses now appear in the main ‘Estimated vs Actual Analysis’
screen (filtered 18/19 data shown below):

Hence we have created target grades for students which would not have previously appeared on this screen, which
is the overall objective of the mapping process.

4. EXAMPLE 2 – MAPPING A COMPLETION/ATTAINMENT COHORT QUALIFICATION
We now return to the ‘Imported Enrolment Data’ screen. Here we see unmapped enrolments on qual aim
60303645, Level 2 in Painting and Decorating:

We already know the level and subject area of the qualification, but what about its grading scale and size?
OneGrade contains OFQUAL data which it then uses to show the overall grading scale and size for each qualification
(the latter it works out from GLH and presents as a number of equivalent GCSEs for level 2 and A levels for level 3).
If we click on the ‘Details’ button against any enrolment for the qual aim, we again see the details form, but in this
case we’ve selected the ‘CA Mapping’ tab (as we would for any L2 Tech Cert or L3 Tech Level enrolment):

From the information above we can see that the qualification is graded P/M/D/D* and is equivalent to 4 GCSEs, so
we can use right click filter and right click  sort to find CA qualification of the same size and grading scale. It’s
then a case of finding data which we’re happy to use from another qualification of a similar subject area.
In this case we might choose to use the qualification with code ‘Building (TG1 PMD*_Sgl)’, as it is in a related subject
area and has the same overall grading scheme (don’t worry about the maximum points being 16 as opposed to 32,
OneGrade will resolve this difference, which has arisen from a rebasing of grades/points mapping for L2 quals). Note
also that this data is from 16/17, you may wish to select data which is more recent if possible.

Select the row you wish to map to, and click ‘Assign CA Learning Aim’:

After re-summarising the data on the main ‘Estimated vs Actual Analysis’ screen, these enrolments will now appear
with target grades:

It’s important to note the following points:
 In some level 2 courses, overall national CA scores are quite low due to the impact of withdrawn students
who contribute a score of ‘0’ to the national average calculation (if withdrawn after 42 days – note that this
does not apply to quals in the L3VA measure, where withdrawals are disregarded).
 In this case we mapped to a qualification where overall average national attainment was at grade ‘P’ i.e. the
lowest available pass grade – hence you may wish to use the ‘Recent Est G+’ (national attainment plus a
grade) for the students’ targets in your tracking system.
 As this is a CA based target, all students are given the same target regardless of their QOE average score (and
including those students without an average QOE score). This is helpful in one respect but you may wish
your students to then go on to set themselves personalised targets based on this national starting point.
Mappings of CA cohort qualifications now appear in an overall master list as per the L3VA mappings shown earlier:

Again this gives you the opportunity to view all mappings in one place and to see the specific college mappings
alongside the DfE mappings, as well as deleting mappings which you no longer need to use:

You may also notice that some of the ‘Mapping Types’ on the right contain (!), which alerts you to the fact that both
college specific and DfE mappings exist for that qual aim code – in this case OneGrade will use the DfE mapping data
in preference to the college mapped data.

5. SUMMARY
 Mappings exist in OneGrade to enable you to maximise the coverage of target grade setting.
 Ensure that you understand the difference between L3VA and Completion/Attainment cohorts and use the
correct mapping screen accordingly (although in theory there’s nothing to stop you mapping across cohorts,
as long as the quals share the same grading scale).
 Grading scale, level and subject area are the most import factors for quals to have in common when
mapping.
 Remember that you can view/manage/delete college mappings in order to get the most accurate list of
target grades.
 For advice on mapping specific qualifications where you may be in doubt, please contact Total College
OneGrade support.

FURTHER INFORMATION – is available in the OneGrade User Guide and the other HOW TO guides in this series.
For further support and information on OneGrade please visit our website at www.totalcollege.co.uk

